Lean , Smart & Simple!

Who we are
manufactus, founded in 2003 and located in Starnberg (close
to Munich, Germany), designs and develops innovative
software solutions to optimize production and logistic
processes.

manufactus
GmbH

Our objective is to supply software tools to support internal
production processes, optimize the supply chain and to
enable the customer to improve the processes continuously.
Hereby we strongly support the principles of Lean
Manufacturing, Kanban and the Toyota Production System.
Especially we are focused on the development of (electronic)
Kanban solutions to support and improve the PULL
processes. In this business we have experience for many
years and we offer with our e-Kanban system IKS (it stands
for Integrated Kanban System) a software suite which is
used by customers worldwide.

We offer all required services to support our customers. Our
services include workshops for e-Kanban process definition
and clarification of all customer requirements, as well as
software services like implementation, training, programming
and "after-sales-services" to improve the business of our
customers continuously.
Additionally we support our customers at the implementation
phase of their Kanban system or other "Lean principles".
manufactus GmbH
Theresienstrasse 8
82319 Starnberg
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 8151 - 90 93 40
Fax: +49 (0) 8151 - 90 93 24
E-Mail: contact@manufactus.com
www.manufactus.com

Our Strengths and Values
Customer focused
Design of the best Kanban processes
Realization of customer requirements and objectives
Sustainable support of our customers
Know-how
More than 10 years experience in the area of electronic Kanban
Experience with very simple, but also with complex scenarios
e-Kanban supplier, but also supplier of very deep Kanban knowledge
Flexibility
Flexible and fast decisions
Direct contact to decision makers
Adjustment of our decisions based on objectives and conditions of our customers

Customers
manufactus serves customers worldwide in different types of industry. Some references are
Bobcat (USA)
Flextronics (worldwide)
Hansa Metallwerke (Germany)
Pirelli (UK)
Navistar (Mexico, USA, Canada)
Sunrise Medical (Germany, UK)

Please find more information on our web site under http://www.manufactus.com
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